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Abstract
Allocation of resources to pre-release Quality Assurance (QA) tasks, such as source code analysis, peer review, and testing, is
one of the challenges faced by a software project manager. The goal is to find as many defects as possible with the available
QA resources prior to the release. This can be achieved by assigning more resources to the more defect-prone artifacts, e.g.,
components, classes, and methods. The state-of-the-art QA resource allocation approaches predict the defect-proneness of an
artifact using the historical data of different software metrics, e.g., the number of previous defects and the changes in the artifact.
Given a QA budget, an allocation technique selects the most defect-prone artifacts, for further investigation by the QA team.
While there has been many research efforts on discovering more predictive software metrics and more effective defect prediction
algorithms, the cost-effectiveness of the QA resource allocation approaches has always been evaluated by counting the number
of defects per selected artifact. The problem with such an evaluation approach is that it ignores the fact that, in practice, fixing a
software issue is not bounded to an artifact under investigation. In other words, one may start reviewing a file that is identified as
defect-prone and detect a defect, but to fix the defect one may modify not only the defective part of the file under review, but also
several other artifacts that are somehow related to the defective code (e.g., a method that calls the defective code). Such co-fixes
(fixing several defects together) during analyzing/reviewing/testing of an artifact under investigation will change the number of
remaining defects in the other artifacts. Therefore, a QA resource allocation approach is more effective if it prioritizes the artifacts
that would lead to the smallest number of remaining defects.
Investigating six medium-to-large releases of open source systems (Mylyn, Eclipse, and NetBeans, two releases each), we
found that co-fixes happen quite often in software projects (30-42% of the fixes modify more than one artifact). Therefore, in this
paper, we first introduce a new cost-effectiveness measure to evaluate QA resource allocation, based on the concept of “remaining
defects” per file. We then propose several co-fix-aware prioritization approaches to dynamically optimize the new measure, based
on the historical defect co-fixes. The evaluation of these approaches on the six releases shows that a) co-fix-aware QA prioritization
approaches improve the traditional defect prediction-based ones, in terms of density of remaining defects per file and b) co-fixaware QA prioritization can potentially benefit from search-based software engineering techniques.
c 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Typical pre-release software Quality Assurance (QA) activities involve tasks such as code inspection, peer review,
and testing of software artifacts. The goal of these QA activities is detecting and fixing defects before they are
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perceived as failures by the users. Allocating pre-release QA resources to the QA tasks, is one of the critical duties of
a software project manager. Resources are always limited and managers need to prioritize their resources and fix as
many defects as possible, within a limited time, before release. Some bugs are already identified by the development
team, while unit/integration testing. So if there is any known unfixed bugs in the system, they will get priority to be
fixed (by fault localization and debugging). However, many other bugs may slip through the initial testing. The goal
of the QA team, at this stage, is ensuring that the existing QA budget is wisely spent, even if there is no reported bug
yet. Therefore, the QA team, usually estimates riskiness of each artifact (e.g., classes) and prioritize the artifact for
further QA investigations (which mostly is a combination of inspection and testing before each release).
One of the current practices for estimating riskiness, which is well studied in the literature, is using defect prediction approaches [1, 2]. Such approaches usually estimate the number of defects per artifact1 (e.g., components,
classes, and methods). These estimates are then used, to prioritize the allocation of resources to the most defect-prone
artifacts. In this paper, we call this process, QA prioritization.
To improve QA prioritization, several prediction techniques and many product/process/social metrics have been
studied on many software systems [1, 2]. A QA prioritization is typically evaluated by its effectiveness in terms of
properly assigning resources to the artifacts that contain more defects. A typical effectiveness measure for evaluating a
QA prioritization approach is the number of defects per file. Assume we are prioritizing source code files of a system
for further QA investigation. Assume the top three most defective files (A, B, and C) contain (20, 15, and 10) defects,
respectively. The most effective QA prioritization approach would rank the files as A, B, and then C (i.e., from most
to least number of defects). This ranking assures that with any budget between one to three files to investigate, the
QA task hits the areas of the code with the most number of defects.
Assume that the investigation of A’s defects results in modifying some other files due to code dependency of
the defects. In other words, while fixing the defects of A, several defects of other files are also fixed. We call this
phenomenon, a co-fix. Now consider a scenario where 10 of B’s defects are already fixed by the time that we are
done fixing A’s defects and none of the C’s defects are touched. The traditional effectiveness measure (the original
number of defects per file) still insists that B is the next best choice for QA allocation. However, B only contains five
remaining defects, whereas C still has ten untouched defects.
In this paper, we first argue that the current effectiveness measure, based on the number of defects per file, is not
the best evaluation mechanism for QA prioritization, due to the co-fixes. We then study six medium-to-large releases
of open source systems (Mylyn, Eclipse, and NetBeans; two releases each), and realize that there are several cases
of co-fix in these releases (30-42% of the fixes modify more than one file2 ). To consider the co-fix effect on the
defect-proneness of artifacts, in this paper, we first introduce a new cost-effectiveness measure for QA prioritization,
Density of Remaining Defects (DRD), per artifact (per file, in our case). We use density rather than absolute number
of defects, since it better captures the cost involved in detecting/repairing of the defects per artifact [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
However, the novelty of DRD is in introducing the concept of remaining defects vs. all defects, as the effectiveness
measure.
To optimize the new cost-effectiveness measure for QA prioritization (DRD), we propose a novel approach for
ranking files, which dynamically updates the ranks, based on the current remaining defects per file (co-fix-aware
approach). We then compare two variations of a traditional QA prioritization approach: TradNum (sorting files based
on their number of predicted defects) [8, 9, 10, 11] and TradDens (sorting files based on their density of predicted
defects) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] with two different variations of our co-fix-aware approach CoFixNum (a co-fix-aware ranking
based on the number of predicted defects) and CoFixDens (a co-fix-aware ranking based on the density of predicted
defects).
To empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed approaches, we study, in particular, the following research question:
RQ: Can we improve the cost-effectiveness of traditional QA prioritization, using a co-fix-aware approach?
Applying the four approaches (TradNum, TradDens, CoFixNum, and CoFixDens) on the releases of the open
source systems, we show that CoFixDens is significantly more effective than the alternatives in ranking files with
1 Granularity of the artifacts depends on many factors such as the availability of historical data, the cost of QA per artifact, and the QA policies
in place in the project.
2 Since all these systems are in Java, each main class is usually a separate file. So the granularity of artifacts in our analysis can be considered
as file or class level.
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higher DRDs, in most of our case studies. We also show the feasibility of search algorithms on this research domain,
by investigating the applicability of a simple hill climbing local search algorithm for QA resource prioritization and
comparing it with the CoFixDens approach. Therefore, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
1. Introducing the concept of remaining defects as the basis for measuring the effectiveness of QA resource prioritization.
2. Introducing the concept of co-fix-awareness to dynamically rank source code files.
3. Proposing two co-fix-aware ranking algorithms (CoFixNum, and CoFixDens).
4. Empirically comparing several QA resource prioritization algorithms.
5. Investigating the applicability of heuristic-based search algorithms on QA resource prioritization.
2. The effect of co-fix on QA prioritization: Motivating example
Figure 1 is an example from the browsing package in Eclipse version 3.0. As it is shown, an issue/bug, with an id of
63036, was fixed by repairing three defective files (PackagesViewHierarchalContentProvider.java, PackagesViewFlatContentProvider.java, and JavaBrowsingPart.java). This is an example of co-fix, where several source code defects in
different files are repaired together during one single fix commit. Co-fixes may have several reasons. One reason, is
that several defects are logically related to a single issue, i.e., fixing the issue requires fixing all the related defects. A
co-fix may also happen due to code dependencies. For example, two defects in two methods of two distinct classes
need to be fixed together, since one method is calling the other. Regardless of the cause, one may study the defect
co-fix distribution among artifacts (source code files in this paper) and its effect on the QA prioritization.
As an example of co-fix distribution, let us look at four fixes that affect three files from the Netbeans project as
follows:
• Fix 1: Date: Dec 14 2011 - Comment: fixing Bug #199806 Provide bridge between remote file system and
VCS - fix rename
Defect 1 in File A: dlight.remote.impl/src/org/netbeans/modules/remote/impl/fs/RemoteDirectory.java
Defect 4 in File B: dlight.remote.impl/src/org/netbeans/modules/remote/impl/fs/RemoteFileObjectBase.java
• Fix 2: Date: Nov 09 2011 - #204798: resolving a memory leak in AnnotationHolder, where the holder was
kept for files that were opened in the diff pane - using EditorRegistry rather than the EditorCookie.Observable.
Defect 6 in File C: spi.editor.hints/src/org/netbeans/modules/editor/hints/AnnotationHolder.java
• Fix 3: Date: Dec 13 2011 - fixing Bug #199806 Provide bridge between remote file system and VCS - add
isReadonly, move, refresh interceptor methods
Defect 2 in File A: dlight.remote.impl/src/org/netbeans/modules/remote/impl/fs/RemoteDirectory.java
Defect 5 in File B: dlight.remote.impl/src/org/netbeans/modules/remote/impl/fs/RemoteFileObjectBase.java
• Fix 4: Date: Aug 26 2011 - Comment: Fixing #200670 Confused by ADE symlinks
Defect 3 in File A: dlight.remote.impl/src/org/netbeans/modules/remote/impl/fs/RemoteDirectory.java
To depict the co-fix distribution, in this paper, we use a matrix called defect matrix. The rows are source code files
and columns represent fixes (note that we call a commit that modifies one or more defects in one or more files as a fix).
Each cell represents a defect. A co-fix happens when there is more than one defect per column, i.e., when multiple
files are modified in the same fix.
Therefore our defect matrix in the above example, has three rows (File A, File B, and File C) and six defects
(Defect 1 - 6), which are fixed in four commits (Fix 1, 2, 3, and 4). Defect 1 (in File A) and Defect 4 (in File B) need
to be fixed together in Fix 1 as do Defect 2 (in File A) and Defect 5 (in File B) for Fix 3. However, Defect 3 (in File
A) and Defect 6 (in File C) are fixed alone (Fix 2, and Fix 4 respectively). Table 1 represents the defect matrix of this
example.
Let us first explain how a traditional approach sorts these three files. The traditional approach first estimates the
number of defects per file using several product/process/social metrics, such as the file size, complexity, churn, number
3
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Table 1. Defect matrix representing the association of each individual defect to each individual fix and file in the Netbeans example.

File A
File B
File C

Fix 1

Fix 2

Fix 3

Fix 4

Defect 1
Defect 4
-

Defect 6

Defect 2
Defect 5
-

Defect 3
-

Figure 1. An example of Fix-Defect relationship from Eclipse version 3.0 browsing package. For the sake of simplicity, for each file, only the
defects related to the fix is shown.

of developers, etc. Assume the prediction is perfect and we exactly know that File A has three defects followed by File
B with two and File C with only one defect. Then the prioritization phase simply suggests assigning QA resources on
File A, B, and C, in the same exact order. Assume the QA budget only suffices two files to be investigated. Then A
and B will be selected and five defects out of six are (potentially) detected. However, a closer look at the defect matrix
tells us that fixing Defect 1 already has fixed Defect 4 and fixing Defect 2 has also resulted in fixing Defect 5. This
means that by the time that File A is repaired, we already have caught all defects of File B and assigning QA resource
to File B after repairing File A is not going to detect any remaining defect.
Our proposed QA prioritization approach solves this problem using the co-fix information predicted from historical data. Again assume we have a perfect prediction technique that provides us with the exact information about
co-fixes (the defect matrix). The new prioritization approach selects the top most defective file (File A), as the first
choice. However, for the next file it knows the co-fix effect and therefore selects the file from an updated defect matrix
(File C with one vs. File B with zero remaining defect). Therefore, with the same QA budget of two files, we have
detected/repaired four remaining defects (all original six defects) vs. three remaining defects that are caught with the
same budget using the traditional orderings. Figure 2 compares the two approaches when the QA budget is 1, 2, and
3 files. The x-axis represents the number of files that goes under QA investigation (cost measure) and y-axis shows
the number of remaining defects (effectiveness measure). Recall that this effectiveness measure, for every file under
investigation, counts all the defects of the file that are not already repaired.
Note that repairing defects 4 and 5 requires extra effort, while reviewing File A. This extra effort is not originally
budgeted under File A’s review cost. This is the nature of the QA tasks and no matter what prioritization technique
is being used one might deal with defects that require co-fixes in other artifacts. However, we expect that the fixes
on other artifacts require minor effort, since the issue is already detected and at least partially solved, while analyzing/reviewing/testing of the original artifact.
3. Co-fix-aware QA prioritization
In the motivating example of the previous section, the QA cost of different files is considered the same. However,
in reality, this is not the case. Therefore, a more accurate prioritization should also take the QA cost into account. A
4
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Figure 2. Cost-effectiveness comparison of the co-fix-aware QA prioritization and the traditional prediction-based approach, for the motivating
example. x-axis shows the number of files to be investigated (cost measure) and the y-axis shows the number of defects (only the ones that are
not already repaired by the previous fixes) containing in the selected files, when the files are identified and ordered by the given QA prioritization
approach (effectiveness measure).

common approach is using a measure of density rather than absolute numbers, where the density measure normalizes
the effectiveness of the selected artifacts by their QA cost [3, 4, 5, 6]. The original cost measure of the motivating
example was a source code file. A finer grained cost measure that we use in this paper is the size of source code under
investigation in KLOC. Thus we define our density function as follows:
Density of Remaining Defects (DRD)= number of remaining defects per file/ file size (KLOC)
where the number of remaining defects per file is calculated as explained in the motivating example (the number of
defects of a file that are not fixed during QA of the previously investigated files, according to the given prioritization).
The QA cost of a file is measured by its size (in terms of KLOC).
Let us call the two QA prioritization approaches, used in the previous example, TradNum (the traditional predictionbased approach) and CoFixNum (the co-fix-aware approach, which uses the number of remaining defects as the effectiveness measure). Now we introduce two new versions of those approaches, where they use a density-based measure
instead of number of defects. TradDens is a prediction-based approach that prioritizes the files based on their predicted
density of defects (predicted number of defects divided by KLOC of the file). Finally, CoFixDens is the co-fix-aware
approach that prioritizes files based on their density of remaining defects.
In the previous example, assume Size(File A)=2KLOC, Size(File B)=1KLOC, and Size(File C)=0.8KLOC. Then
the initial DRDs are as follows: DRD(File A)=3/2=1.5, DRD(File B)=2/1=2.0, and DRD(File C)=1/0.8=1.25. Using
this information, TradDens first selects B, then A, and finally C. CoFixDens also starts with File B, but it updates the
defect matrix and only keeps the remaining defects for the next step. Therefore, after fixing defects of File B, File
A and File C both contain only one remaining defect. Thus CoFixDens selects File C with DRD of 1.25 over File A
with the new DRD of 1/2=0.5. Figure 3 and Table 2 illustrate the results of these four approaches on our example.
To summarize the cost-effectiveness of a sequence of files prioritized by each technique, we use the notion of Area
Under Curve (AUC). The areas under each curve in Figure 3, reported in Table 2, show how fast (based on the size of
the reviewed code in KLOC) defects may be detected. The higher AUC the sooner defects are detected. We use the
following formula to calculate the AUC per curve.
5
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Figure 3. Cost-effectiveness comparison (effectiveness: number of remaining defects – cost: KLOC of the code under investigation) of four QA
prioritization approaches, for the motivating example.

n−1
P

AUC = 100 ∗

i=1

( di +d2 i+1 ∗ (li+1 − li ))
dn ∗ ln

Where n is the number of files in the sequence, di is the total number of distinct defects that can be detected by
reviewing the top i files in the given order in the sequence, and li is the total lines of code of the first i files from the
given sequence. Basically, AUC is in the range of 0 to 100, exclusively. The sooner the defects are detected while
reviewing, the closer AUC gets to 100. A very similar measure (APFD) [12, 13, 14] has been used by the test case
prioritization community for many years when they assess the cost-effectiveness of different ranking algorithms.
In the example of Figure 3, the AUC of TradNum=100*(0.5*(3+3)(3.0-2.0) + 0.5*(3+4)(3.8-3.0))/(4*3.8)=38%.
The same way, AUC of TradDens, CoFixNum, and CoFixDens are 51%, 45%, and 59%, respectively, which suggest
that co-fix-awareness, specifically if it pairs with density-awareness, will results the best rankings. To compare and
contrast the AUC values of the different QA prioritization techniques, we report both the raw AUCs (like the above
values) and the percentages of deference between two AUCs (%∆), which calculates as follows:
∆(µ1 , µ2 ) =

µ1 − µ2
µ2

For instance, in the above example, %∆(CoFixDens,TradNum)=(59-38)/38=55, which reads as CoFixDens improves TradNum by 55%.
In the next section we will apply all the four QA prioritization techniques on several large open source systems and
compare the results using AUCs and %∆s . To ease the readability of the paper, we summarize, the key terminology
defined/reused in this paper, in the summary box, just before the experiment section.

6
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Table 2. The order of files and the area under curve (AUC) for the four QA prioritization techniques of Figure 3.

TradNum
CoFixNum
TradDens
CoFixDens

Sequence

AUC

<File A, File B, File C>
<File A, File C, File B>
<File B, File A, File C>
<File B, File C, File A>

38%
51%
45%
59%

Summary of the key terms defined in this paper.
• Defect: a single fault in one source code file.
• Bug/Issue: a user perceivable failure of the software that is caused by a
defective code. One bug/issue may be the result of several defects in multiple
files.
• Fix: a commit that repairs one or more defects. Usually a fix repairs a bug,
but it can also be composed of several bug repairs.
• Co-fix: a fix that repairs more than one defect, in different files.
• QA prioritization:
ranking software artifacts such as components/classes/methods, before release, to be assigned for further QA
investigation such as inspection, testing, and code review. Note that the
post-release fixing of reported bugs, which usually is initiated by the bug
reports, is not part of this type of QA and thus outside of the scope of this
paper.
• Remaining defects: the defects of a class/file that are not repaired during
the QA investigation of the prior classes/files. Number of remaining defects
is the basis of our effectiveness measure for evaluating QA prioritization
approaches.
• Co-fix-awareness: dynamically updating the rank of unreviewed files based
on co-fixes happened while reviewing the prior file, in a given sequence.
• Density of remaining defects (DRD): number of remaining defects per file/
file size (KLOC) – DRD is our cost-effectiveness measure for evaluating QA
prioritization approaches.
4. Case Study Setup
In this section, we explain the systems under study and the data collection procedure.
Systems under study: To study the effect of co-fix on QA prioritization, we setup an experiment with three
medium to large-scale open source systems: Mylyn, Eclipse, and NetBeans. These systems are selected to a) cover at
least more than one application domain (Eclipse and NetBeans: IDEs and Mylyn: task management application), b)
cover a range of software size (from Mylyn version 2.0 around 200K LOC to NetBeans version 5.5.1 around 4,200K
LOC), and c) cover a range of systems with different ratios of defective files to all files (73% of all files in both versions
of Mylyn are defective and only 1% of all files in NetBeans version 5.0 contain defects). Table 3 describes the basic
information about the six releases. The table shows the release dates, the size of the systems, ratio of defective files to
all files, the total number of fixes, the total number of defects and their distribution among the files.
Data collection: In this experiment, in order to collect the defect data from the systems under study, we use the
“Syntactic Analysis” part of the SZZ algorithm [15]. For every commit log message associated to a set of files, we
7
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Table 3. The subjects of the study (Mylyn versions 2.0 and 3.0, Eclipse versions 2.1 and 3.0, and Netbeans versions 5.0 and 5.5.1).

Release date
Number of files
Percentages of defective files
Total lines of code
Mean lines of code per file
Median lines of code per file
Total number of fixes
Total number of defects
Max number of defects per file
Mean number of defects per file
Median number of defects per file

Mylyn
V2.0
V3.0
24.06.07 25.06.08
1,262
1,522
73%
73%
198K
244K
156.9
160.9
89
93
700
457
3,247
2,802
63
21
2.6
1.8
2
2

Eclipse
V2.1
V3.0
27.03.03 25.06.04
7,888
10,593
9%
14%
988K
1,306K
125.2
123.3
54
51
625
1,562
1,371
3,198
18
35
0.17
0.3
0
0

Netbeans
V5.0
V5.5.1
31.01.06 24.04.07
9,760
21,996
1%
6%
2,057K
4,247K
210.8
193.1
119
106
65
977
137
2,102
4
36
0.01
0.1
0
0

Table 4. Percentages of fixes with more than one defect (co-fixes).

% of fixes with more than one defect
Mylyn
Eclipse
Netbeans

V2.0
V3.0
V2.1
V3.0
V5.0
V5.5.1

37%
42%
31%
31%
30%
33%

search for keywords related to defects and fixes. The exact regular expression used in this paper is (in the format of re
module of Python [16]):
(bug(#)[0 − 9] ∗ |pr[0 − 9] ∗ |show bug.cgi\?id = [0 − 9] ∗ |#[0 − 9]∗)
AND ( f ix| f ixes| f ixed| f ixing) AND (bugs|de f ects|patch)
If we determine that a particular commit is a fix, then we assign the fix to all files of that commit (one defect
per file). The assumption here is that all those files have been changed because they were defective. Of course this
technique is not perfect. Some commits might be misclassified as fixes and some fixes might be missed. Some
files may be considered defective while they are not and vice versa. Data collection and data cleansing are among
the research topics that many mining software repository researchers are interested in [17]. In this paper, we use
the above approach as a basic commonly used technique [18, 19] for detecting fixes from version control systems,
acknowledging that the accuracy of data collection can be improved by further research.
We also acknowledge that not all files that are committed together in a fix are dependant and deal with one
issue/bug. In fact, a study by Herzig and Zeller has shown that 15% of the co-changed files are not related [20]
to one bug. However, it worth mentioning that our technique do not require a distinction between multiple bugs in
one fix. This is due to the fact that co-fix-awareness only cares about the existence of co-fix not the reason behind
it. In other words, whether there are multiple related/unrelated bugs in the fix or there is only one bug in the fix,
does not matter. What matters is that the fix has repaired several defects in multiple files together (co-fixed) and the
prioritization algorithm should be aware of that. In fact, the only data collection inaccuracies that affect our study
are a) misclassification of fixes b) missing fixes and c) when different changes in one commit are not actually done at
the same time (e.g., in the case of batch commits of older changes). Data collection procedure, in general, has been
discussed in the threats to the validity section (Section 6), as well.
To keep the control variables limited in our case studies, we reuse the product and process metrics and exactly
8
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replicate the defect prediction approaches from our previous study [3], so that we can focus on the co-fix-awareness
rather than experimenting with the metrics or prediction techniques. Interested readers can find the details about the
metrics and the prediction algorithms in the cited paper [3].
5. Results of the case study
In this section, we first report a preliminary analysis to motivate our study of co-fix-aware QA prioritization. We
then present the approach and results related to our research question.
5.1. Preliminary Analysis: How much co-fix are there in the real world software projects?
Motivation: This question serves as the motivation for the entire study. We aim to provide supporting evidence
about our claim that in practice several defects are fixed together. This is important, since if there are many cases of
defect co-fix then we need to look at its impact on the cost-effectiveness of QA prioritization approaches.
Approach: To answer this question, we look at the number of files committed per fix. We assume that all
these files are affected by the fix and therefore the related defect of the file is repaired when the corresponding fix
is committed. For each individual fix, we count the number of files that are in the commit. This way, we collect
the number of defects per fix (recall that defects are per file, but one fix can affect several files, i.e., contain several
defects). Then we look at the distribution of defects per fix.
Results: To have a better understanding of the percentage of fixes that repair multiple defects, distribution of
defects among fixes is reported in Table 4, as the percentages of fixes that affect more than one file. The statistics from
these six releases reveal that 30-42% of the fixes contain at least two defects. Interestingly, this range is not very wide
regardless of the system’s size and their ratio of defective files to all files. Therefore, considering that at least 30-42%
of the fixes contain more than one defect, we conclude that there are many cases of defect co-fix. Thus, co-fix-aware
QA prioritization should be studied.
In our study, 30-42% of the time one fix consists of more than one defect. This
motivates us to study the effect of co-fix on cost-effectiveness of QA prioritization.
5.2. Research Question (RQ): Can we improve the cost-effectiveness of traditional QA prioritization, using a co-fixaware approach?
Motivation: The preliminary study revealed that there are many cases of co-fix (30-42%), in our case studies. As
we discussed in our motivating example in section 2, co-fixes can potentially impact the number/density of remaining
defects per file and thus change the optimal QA prioritization. Therefore, in this study, we want to empirically evaluate
such an impact.
Approach: To answer the RQ, we compare four QA prioritization techniques: TradNum, as the main baseline of
comparison (example usage of this technique can be found at [21, 19]), TradDens as the second baseline (example
usage of this technique can be fund at [3]), which only deffers from TradNum by its cost measure (number of defects
per file vs. density of defects per file), and two co-fix-aware options, CoFixNum, and CoFixDens, which again their
difference is to use the density or raw numbers. The pseudocode of a co-fix-aware approach is presented below:

9
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Pseudocode of co-fix-aware file prioritization.
– input: defect matrix (M[n][m]); where n is the number of files and m is the
number of fixes
– output: prioritized files (rankedList[n])
1. while there exists an unranked file
(a) sort all unranked files descendingly based on either the number of defects (for CoFixNum) or the DRD measure per file (for CoFixDens)
(b) take the top file from the list (File X) and add it to the rankedList
(c) update the matrix
i. For all File X defects in M[X][] identify the fixes (Fix Y) they are
repaired at.
ii. For each Fix Y (M[][Y]), remove all defects of the fix from the
matrix.
2. return rankedList
In this paper, DRD’s (the explanation here are all about CoFixDens, which uses DRD, as the evaluation metric.
The procedure is exactly the same for CoFixNum except DRD is replaced with the raw number of remaining defects
per file) are calculated based on the defect matrix of the previous release (our implicit assumption is files that used
to be fixed together, in the previous release, will be again show up in a co-fix in the next release). A Greedy search
first selects the file with the highest DRD. Then the defect matrix is updated (all defects that are fixed together with
the current file’s defects are removed from the matrix). Then these two steps are repeated until the last file is selected.
TradNum on the other hand, predicts (with a logistic regression model) the number of defects per file, using common
product and process metrics, explained in our previous study [3]. Then it prioritizes the files by selecting the most
defective (estimated) files first, until all files are selected. The detail of this approach can be found in [3].
It worth mentioning that all four approaches use the historical data from the previous release to predict some
information about the future release that are later used for the QA prioritization. TradNum and TradDens predict
the number/density of defects and use it for prioritization and CoFixNum and CoFixDens predict the co-fixes in the
format of defect matrix. However, predictions used in TradNum and TradDens are more advanced and accurate, due
to several studies that has been done already in this field (defect prediction). Co-fix-aware approaches simply use the
defect matrix from the previous release and assume that there is high correlation between the previous co-fixes and
the next release co-fixes. Therefore, co-fix prediction is clearly a potential domain that can be advanced, in the future,
by the defect prediction community.
Results: Figure 4 reports the effectiveness of our QA prioritization techniques (in terms of the number of remaining defects) vs. effort (in terms of the size of the source code under investigation). Each graph shows the results
for a sequence of ordered files by one of the four prioritization techniques. Essentially, each graph shows how many
more remaining defects potentially can be fixed as one increases the QA budget, following the given prioritization of
source files. Note that Figure 4 does not show the results for the entire file set. We set a cut-off called cap per system,
depending on the size of defective code in the history. For example, if 50% of the code was defective in the previous
version, we only show up to 50% of the prioritized files in Figure 4. The main reason to set this specific cut-off value
is that all our algorithms act randomly after cap. This is due to the fact that the employed heuristics are based on the
defective code from history. Therefore, the tails of the ranks are always filled with files that are estimated to have no
defects in a random order. As a result, the actual effect of our techniques and their differences should only be analyzed
in the head of the rank up to the cap. Besides cap any improvement is by chance. It also worth mentioning that though
we can only rank a portion (up to cap) of the files effectively, but this is not a limitation, since in practice, one is never
interested in reviewing all the existing files in the project, unless the project is very small, which in that case there is
not any need for QA prioritization in the first place.
Though the “completely random part” of the ranks have been removed, we still have some randomness in each
algorithm (e.g., when two files have the exact same size and the same number of remaining defects per file, the
algorithms break the tie, randomly). Graphs in Figure 4 represent the median of 30 executions of the same technique
on the same data, with different random seeds.
10
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A first look at the results suggests that our approach outperforms the traditional approach, in terms of costeffectiveness, for most systems (except Netbeans V5.5.1), where the differences are minor. In some cases such as
the two versions of Mylyn, CoFixNum’s performance does not seem to be overly dominated by the density-based
version of our approach, CoFixDens. Nevertheless, CoFixDens is the best in five out of six cases. The results in case
of Netbeans V5.5.1 is very close for CoFixDens, CoFixNum, and TradNum. To better understand the results, we use
the AUC and ∆ measures, defined in the section 3. We also apply statistical tests on the results to assess the statistical
significances.
Table 5 shows the raw AUCs (area under curve measure) for all four QA prioritization techniques, per system under
study. AUC provides a better measure to summarize the cost-effectiveness of a ranking algorithm than the graphs in
Figure 4. For example, imagine we compare TradDens and TradNum in Mylyn V2.0, in Figure 4. All we can say is
non is completely dominating the other one. However, we can not say whether TradDens has improved TradNum or
not, since TradDens curve goes up and down the TradNum depending on the exact size of code we are reviewing. AUC
provides one single value that summarizes all these ups and downs. Looking at the AUC values tells us that CoFixDens
definitely outperforms TradNum, in the five first cases. CoFixNum is very close to CoFixDens, in the Mylyn case,
but acts worse in the other three systems. The only case that CoFixDens is weaker than the traditional approach is
Netbeans V5.5.1, where indeed the other co-fix-aware approach, CoFixNum, outperforms TradNum, However, seems
like practically all three cases are quite close.
To get a higher confidence on the findings, we need to make sure that the differences between the techniques are
not due to the chance. To do so, we test the statistical significance of the results using Mann-Whitney U test (also
known as the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test) on the AUCs from 30 runs of each technique. The Mann-Whitney U test
has the advantage over the t-test that the sample populations need not be normally distributed (non-parametric). If the
p-value of the test is below a significance threshold, 0.01 in our case, then the difference between the two techniques
is considered statistically significant. The results of the tests showed that the p-values of all paired comparisons of the
techniques are, indeed, very smaller than 0.01, supporting the claim that the differences is not by chance. Even for
cases that visually looked very close, the p-values are still negligible. This is partly due to the fact that there is little
randomness in these algorithms. Indeed, the only source of randomness is the tie cases (multiple files with the same
size all having the same number of predicted defects, but different number of actual defects).
Though, statistical test increase our confidence on the results, we still need to examine whether the improvements
are actually practically significant or not. To assess the practical improvements, we use the ∆(µ1 , µ2 ) measure that
we have introduced in Section 3. Table 6 shows all ∆(CoFixDens, µ2 ), per system under test, where µ2 is all the
other three prioritization approaches. This results helps us understand the practical impact of CoFixDens, in terms of
percentages of AUC improvements. ∆ comparisons show that CoFixDens can improve TradNum (the better baseline
of comparison among the two traditional approaches we studied) from 11.31% to 304% in five out of six cases we
examined, which definitely is practically significant results. The only case that CoFixDens is not improving TradNum
is Netbeans V5.5.1. A plausible reason can be the huge code base size, over 4 million lines of code, with a relatively
small defective portion 6%, this characteristics may reduces the accuracy of co-fix identification based on historical
data.
Overall, the three analysis of this section (based on raw data of Figure 4, AUCs
of Table 5, and percentages of AUC improvements of Table 6) suggest that co-fixawareness, in general, and the density-based version of it in particular, improve
the current practice of QA prioritization.

5.3. Search-based QA prioritization
So far, all the four QA prioritization techniques that we have discussed in the paper, rank the files using a Greedy
algorithm. In this section, we explain how one can formulate the QA prioritization problem as a search problem. We
will also show one simple application of a search algorithm on this domain. Note that the aim of this section is not
improving the results of CoFixDens but it is rather to show the feasibility of search-based QA prioritization.
A search-based QA prioritization technique consists of a) an encoding of the individuals, b) a fitness function and
c) an optimization algorithm to optimize the fitness function for the given individuals in search space. One of the best
suited encodings that one can choose for this problem is representing a solution as a sequence of files. This way the
11
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Figure 4. QA prioritization effectiveness (in terms of cumulative number of remaining defects) vs. cost (the amount of source code under investigation), for TradNum, TradDens, CoFixNum, CoFixDens.

Table 5. Area Under Curve (AUC) of the four QA prioritization techniques on the six systems under study.

TradNum
CoFixNum
TradDens
CoFixDens

Mylyn
V2.0
V3.0
63.56 61.45
71.67 65.76
58.81 54.44
72.41 68.40

Eclipse
V2.1
V3.0
20.65 29.30
27.85 30.38
3.96
5.25
40.92 38.44

12

Netbeans
V5.0 V5.5.1
2.11
24.26
5.12
25.20
1.77
9.18
8.53
23.35
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Table 6. The percentages of AUC improvements (∆) that CoFixDens can provide over TradNum, CoFixNum, and TradDens on the six systems
under study.

TradNum
CoFixNum
TradDens

Mylyn
V2.0
V3.0
13.92% 11.31%
1.03%
4.01%
23.13% 25.64%

Eclipse
V2.1
V3.0
98.16%
31.19%
46.93%
26.53%
933.34% 632.19%

Netbeans
V5.0
V5.5.1
304.27%
-3.75%
66.6%
-7.34%
381.92% 154.36%

goal would be finding the most-cost effective sequence of files. As we discussed in the previous section, there can
be many ways for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of a QA prioritization technique. AUC was among the measures
that we have used for our assessments in the previous section. To define our fitness function, we can also use the
AUC measure. The only difference between using AUC as an evaluation measure vs. using AUC as fitness function is
that AUC as an evaluation measure will be based on the actual defects per file, in the current release. However, AUC
as a fitness function is a heuristic based on the defect data from the old release. Having a finiteness function and a
representation for the individuals, one can apply several search algorithms to optimize the fitness function.
In this paper, as one of the most basic search algorithms, we have used a local Hill Climbing (HC) search, to
show the feasibility of applying search algorithms for QA prioritization. The pseudocode for this algorithm is shown
bellow.
Pseudocode of CoFixHC, a Hill Climbing based co-fix-aware file prioritization.
– input1: defect matrix (M[n][m]) ; where n is the number of files and m is the number of fixes.
– input2: an initial solution (IS[n]); in this paper the initial solution is the CoFixDens’s output.
– output: prioritized files (rankedList[n])
1. BestAUC=0; noImprovement=FALSE
2. until noImprovement==TRUE OR iterationCount >MaxIteration (10 in this paper)
(a) for X times (X=50 in this paper)
i. select a random file in IS (IS[a])
ii. for Y times (Y=1000 in this paper)
A. select a random file in IS (IS[b]); where a , b
B. create a neighbour for IS (IS 0 ) by switching IS[a] and IS[b]
iii. Find the best neighbour (bestIS 0 ) with the highest AUC (currentAUC), as defined in the
paper
(b) if BestAUC <currentAUC then BestAUC = currentAUC and IS <– bestIS 0
(c) else noImprovement=TRUE
3. return rankedList
Basically, the algorithm will start from an initial sequence of files, which is either randomly generated or can be
the output of any of the existing four prioritization techniques (in this paper, the initial solution is the output of
CoFixDens). Then in each iteration the algorithm will find the best neighbour of the current solution. A neighbour
is a sequence of files that is generated by switching two files in the sequence. Investigating all neighbours of a given
sequence is very costly (the number of neighbours=n*(n-1)/2; where n is the number of files in the sequence). In
this paper we have limited the neighbour investigation to 50*1000 (50 random files in the sequence are selected and
1000 neighbours per selected file is chosen for switching). If the fitness value of the best neighbour is higher than the
current individual’s fitness value, then the search will move to the neighbour and starts another iteration. The process
will continue until there is no improvement anymore or up to a max iteration limit.
Table 7 shows the AUC improvements of the HC-based technique (CoFixHC) vs. CoFixDens (∆(CoFixHC, CoFixDens)).
Again all the p-values for non-zero cells are still less than 0.1, which mean that the differences between CoFixHC and
CoFixDens are statisticaly significant. However, it is also clear from the table that CoFixHC’s improvements, if there
13
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Table 7. The percentages of AUC improvements (∆) that CoFixHC can provide over CoFixDens, on the six systems under study.

∆(CoFixHC, CoFixDens)

Mylyn
V2.0
V3.0
0%
0.10%

Eclipse
V2.1
V3.0
0.05%
0%

Netbeans
V5.0
V5.5.1
0.47% 1.97%

is any, are not practically significant. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the goal of this section is not trying to improve CoFixDens. The main goal is rather to encourage, SBSE researchers to invest in this new domain of problems.
It is also worth mentioning that all improvements discussed in this paper come with a price, which is the execution
time overhead. Thus the efficiency of the proposed approaches depends on the time complexity of the new algorithms.
For example, in this paper, the cost of CoFixDens is up to NumberOfFiles times more than TradDens. This is due to
the dynamic nature of the approach, where after each rank assignment per artifact the ranking algorithm should be
repeated. One can think of some performance optimization techniques that caches some previously calculated results
to avoid re-ranking unaffected artifacts. However, we did not study such performance improvements in this paper.
Search algorithms also impose extra cost, compared to simple greedy algorithms. Our search algorithm in this paper,
Hill Climbing, is a very basic technique, which is not very costly (each full rank assignment takes a few seconds).
However, using more sophisticated search algorithms may have efficiency concerns as well. Though efficiency can be
an issue in realtime ranking systems, in our context, QA prioritization, the ranking algorithm will be executed once
before every planned inspection (usually before each release or may be couple of times per release). So an overhead
in the range of few minutes or even few hours is negligible, if the QA effectiveness is improved. Therefore, we did
not focus on the efficiency of the approaches in this paper.
Search-based approaches fit very well to the QA prioritization problem. The AUC
measure calculated based on the historical co-change data can be a potential fitness
function to optimize. We have applied a simple Hill Climbing local search to show
the feasibility of this approach. Though the results improved a greedy search-based
approach, but the improvements are not practically significant. Thus we invite the
search based software engineering community to further investigate this search
problem.
6. Threats to the validity of the results
In this paper, we assume that co-fix data is accurate, in a sense that we don’t miss fixes and we do not misclassify
non-bug-repairing commits as fixes. In addition, we assume that the fixes that are committed at the same time, indeed,
have been submitted at the same time. None of these assumptions are always held. In practice, fixes are missed,
misclassified, or committed as a batch after the actual submission time. All these inaccuracies, threatens the construct
validity of the study. We tried to alleviate this threat by being consistent with other defect prediction research [15]. In
addition, as discussed, studies [20] have shown that the inaccuracies are not very high, for example 15% of co-changes
are not dependent to each other based on a study by Herzig and Zeller [20]. Nevertheless, this study, like many other
studies in the mining software repository field, can benefit from more accurate data collection processes.
We also assume that all defects have the same impact on the quality, but a better approach would be prioritizing
files such that high impact defects fixed first [21]. We also assume QA investigation of a file results in fixing all defects
of the file, which is not the case in real world. Therefore, estimating the probability of fixing a defect during the QA
process may help better designing a QA prioritization. This problem should also be further investigated with respect
to re-opened defects. Finally, our results rely on six releases of three open source systems. The systems are real
world large-scale software systems with actual change histories. Irrespective of the system, we believe that co-fixes
are a regular phenomenon in software maintenance. However, replicating our study in various domains (open source
and proprietary) as many times as possible is of course desirable to gain higher confidence in our results and better
understand their limitations.
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7. Related work
When there is a lack of resources that can be dedicated to a software development activity, managers often have
to prioritize which task to address first. These activities can occur either pre-release or post-release. In the postrelease phase, the QA task is usually triggered by the reported issues. Issues are prioritized based on their severity and
depending on the QA budget some of them will be fixed first. Once the set of issues to be fixed are chosen, then fault
localization techniques can be used to determine which set of files would have to be looked at for fixing a specific
reported issue [22, 23, 24]. These techniques reduce the time needed to find the origin of an issue, and hence reduce
the time needed to fix it. The QA process usually continues with debugging the defect, modifying the code change,
and running regression tests.
In this paper, however, we are focused on the prioritization of files in the pre-release phase. Unlike the prioritization in the post-release phase, we do not have reported issues for the current release. Therefore, source-code analysis,
peer review, and testing, are often performed to identify defects in the source code of the software system. However,
such resources are also limited and managers have to prioritize the different parts of the system, so that the resources
can be effectively allocated. Test case prioritization [12, 13, 25, 26], operational profiling [27, 28, 29], and defect
prediction are some of the ways to prioritize.
In this paper, we focus on the defect prediction-based approaches for QA prioritization, which we call them
traditional QA prioritization approaches. In these approaches, different metrics are collected about the static (e.g.
Total Lines Of Code, Code Complexity, etc.) and dynamic (e.g. Pre-release defects, and Code Churn) nature of the
software and its development. Then statistical models or data mining techniques are applied to the data collected in
order to predict the source code level defects in files [21]. Typically in defect prediction techniques, the models are
trained on data from the previous version of the software. The independent variables in the model are the software
metrics collected for each file, and the dependent variable is the number of post-release defects per file. Then using
the independent variables of the future version, these models predict the numbers of defects for the future version of
the software [19]. From this prediction, the files are prioritized (sorted) for resource allocation [2]. We explain four
types of prioritization approaches below:
• Classification: Techniques like logistic regression, or decision trees are used to determine the probability of
finding a defect in a file. Using this probability we can prioritize the files [21].
• Regression: Models such as linear regression predict the number of defects in each file. We then prioritize files
in decreasing order of expected defects. Fenton and Neil [2] and Hall et.al. [30], present a summary of these two
defect prediction techniques and the various metrics that are used in the models to prioritize different artifacts
such as components, modules, files, and methods.
• Effort aware models: Prioritize files while factoring the effort required in identifying the defect [3, 7]. The
motivation for these approaches is based on the fact that large files have more defects than small files but
require more effort. Therefore, these approaches suggest density-based prioritization.
• Top Files: Hassan and Holt [31], and Kim et.al. [32], propose techniques that do not provide a complete priority
list of the files in the software system, but rather just point to the top few files that are most likely to have
defects. The motivation for their work is that, a development team will have resources to only check a very few
files. Hence they focus on predicting a few very defective files very accurately, instead of providing a complete
ranked list of files.
Search-based approaches and defect prediction: Harman [33] discuses the relationship between search-based
software engineering and predictive modeling. He identifies 11 broad areas where search-based approaches can help
predictive modelling. He also points out that using search algorithms for predicting number of defects is rarely studied
in the literature. One of the rare case is by Afzal et.al. [34]. They used search-based approaches and several other
approaches for predicting fault-prone modules [35]. More recently, Canfora et.al. [36] have applied a multi-objective
search algorithm to predict defect across projects.
However, all current defect prediction techniques, including the search-based ones, ignore that several defects
in different files may be repaired in one fix. Thus, in practice, the co-fix may impact the number of remaining
defects per file and may change the optimal ordering of the files with respect to the actual remaining defects to repair.
15
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Therefore, in this paper, we take a co-fix-aware approach and show the applicability of search-based techniques on
QA prioritization.
There are also some closely related topics that are not directly relevant to QA prioritization but have been a
source of inspiration and motivation for our work, e.g., co-change/ change coupling [37] and search-based project
management/planning [37].
D’Ambros et. al. [38], and Shihab et. al. [21] show that co-changes in software artifacts such as source code files
are related to software defects. Similarly, Cataldo et. al. [39], also found that when source code across files are related,
then such files are more likely to contain defects. Kouroshfar further explores the effects of different characteristics of
co-changes to software defects. More recently, Mondal et. al. [40] look into automatically determining the strength
of coupling among co-changed files. All the above studies strongly support the fact that files co-change often and that
they are co-changed for defects. Hence, our study complements the above work, and examines the effect of co-fix on
file prioritization.
The extension of our original approach, CoFixDens, to a search-based approach, CoFixHC, was inspired by the
several existing work on search-based resource allocation in the context of project management and planning. Table
11 of the survey paper by Harman et. al. [37] summarizes the related work on search-based management activities.
For example, Chang et.al. [41] introduced a search-based task scheduling approach that determines near-optimal
resource allocation solution, using Genetic Algorithms. Xiao and Afzal [42] apply a multi-objective GA on bug fixing
activities, where limitations on human resources should be considered when scheduling. Ferrucci et.al. applies a
multi-objective genetic algorithm to balance project risks and duration against overtime , so that software engineers
can better plan overtime [43].
There is also many search-based test prioritization techniques [44] that take very similar approach for prioritizing
the allocation of QA resource to the test cases (to execute), rather than source files (to be reviewed). The search-based
approach for QA prioritization, which is one of the contributions of this paper, is heavily inspired by these work
(especially search-based test case prioritization approaches). However, applying these ideas in the pre-release QA
resource allocation context, and combining it with the co-fix-awareness ideas is novel.
8. Conclusion and future direction of research
Resource allocation is a critical task in software project management. Current prediction-based QA prioritization
approaches help identify the defective areas of the software system. These approaches usually return an ordered list
of files that are predicted to be more defective, thus requiring the allocation of additional QA resources. In this paper,
we criticize the current practice of evaluating QA prioritization (counting total number of defects per file, ignoring
whether they have been already fixed during the QA process so far or not) and argue that a more accurate effectiveness
measure is the number of remaining (unfixed) defects per file. Such a number actually changes during the QA process,
due to co-fixing of related defects in other files. We provided some evidence, based on six case studies, that 30-42%
of the fixes repair at least one defect from another file other than the one under investigation. Therefore, we proposed
a co-fix-aware QA prioritization that updates the number of remaining defects per file after each fix. Empirical
results show that our proposed approach improves the performance of the current practice of QA prioritization in
terms of cost-effectiveness. We also showed how the problem of QA prioritization can be reformulated as a typical
search problem and generalized our approach by applying a simple hill climbing local search on the case studies.
This paper motivates studying a new research domain for search-based software engineering that combines defect
prediction research with search-based software engineering, to improve QA prioritization. This paper also provides a
new direction for the defect prediction research community to focus on predicting co-fixes, which helps improve the
final outcome of QA prioritization efforts. In the future we plan to investigate techniques for predicting co-fixes and
apply more advanced search algorithms such as NSGA-II, in our context.
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